
Composition Skills Sheet 1 - Harmony 

 

 

How to make a chord triad? 

Play the first note, add the note two notes higher, then two notes higher again.  So the 

notes of the C chord would be 

C D E F G A B 

 

Which are the best chords to play? 

 

The most common chords used are chords I, IV, V, vi of the scale.  In the key of C major this 

will mean… 

       C         D         E         F           G         A         B 

        I         ii         iii         IV         V      vi         vii  
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Famous chord sequences using chords I, IV, V, vi 

12 Bar Blues – I Feel Good, Johnny B. Goode, Hound Dog 

C C C C 

F F C C 

G F C C 

 

4 chord song 1 -  Where is the Love, If I were a Boy, Don’t stop 

Believing, Pricetag, Let it Go 

C G Am F 

 

4 chord song 2 – The Passenger, Poker Face, Grenade, 

Written in the Stars 

Am F C G 

 

  

Year 7 8 9  At this level you are able too: 

Assessment 

Grid Level 
5 4 3 

 Harmony: Perform a set chord sequence 

Name the chords you play in letters and numbers 

Melody: Respond to a given Melody 

You should be able to work out how 

to play these chords now using the 

‘how to make a chord triad’ 

technique 



Composition Skills Sheet 1 – Melody  

 

 

Passing Notes 

To write a really good melody the main notes you use are notes from the chord.  You 

should include some PASSING NOTES  

Passing notes are notes that AREN’T notes from the chord being played, but LINK one 

chord note to another 

Eastenders                                             Chords 

 

 

 

Passing notes – notes that DON’T belong to the chord (C chord in this bar) 

Notice how the notes of the C chord (C, E, G) are the main notes of the melody 

 

Responding to a given melody 

A good exercise to get better at writing melodies is to finish of a melody someone else has 

started.  Try these three 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hint:  Make sure you are mainly using notes from the chords.   

Make sure your phrases last two bars 

 

Create your own Question and Answer melodies.  Make sure it has chords.    Make sure 

the main notes of the melody are the same as the chords.  Make sure your melody has 

some passing notes. 

  

Year 7 8 9  At this level you are able too: 

Assessment 

Grid Level 
5 4 3 

 Harmony: Perform a set chord sequence 

Name the chords you play in letters and numbers 

Melody: Respond to a given Melody 



Composition Skills Sheet 2 - Harmony 

 

 

Creating a chord sequence 

Use these musical tricks to create an excellent chord sequence: 

1 – Make it last an even number of bars – 4, 8, 12 are the best lengths of chord sequence 

2 – Start and end of the HOME chord.  In the key of C this is the C CHORD 

3 – Make the chords last either a bar or half a bar 

4 – Chose a journey through the different chords.  Chord IV, V, iv are good places to go. 

Chord I is home – make sure you keep going home so our ears can pick up the most 

important chord 

 

You can visualise your journey like this: 

 

 

 

  

 

  

 

Finishing your chord sequence with a cadence 

Give your chord sequence a really convincing ending by using a cadence and the END of your 

sequence: 

   

Year 7 8 9  At this level you are able too: 

Assessment 

Grid Level 
6 5 4 

 Harmony: Compose your own chord sequence 

Melody: Create a hook and sequence 

Second Last 

Chord 
Last Chord Cadence Sounds like 

Chord V Chord I PERFECT 

 

Full stop 

 

Chord IV Chord I PLAGAL 

 

Full stop 

 

Chord I, II or IV Chord V IMPERFECT 

Comma – the journey is to 

continue – sometimes like a 

question is asked 

Chord V 

any except 

Chord I – 

usually vi 

INTERRUPTED 
A surprise within the journey 

 



Hook 

Composition Skills Sheet 2 - Melody 

 

 

 

A musical ‘hook’ 

A hook is that really catchy bit of the piece of music.  That bit you JUST CAN’T GET OUT OF 

YOUR HEAD!  Think about: 

Star Wars Opening Theme.  ‘Because I’m Happy’.  ‘Once I was Seven Years Old’ ‘I’m all 

about that Bass’. Mozart 40th Symphony 

It doesn’t matter which style of music you like, every great piece has a hook. 

The best music DEVELOPS their hook 

Development 1 – Sequence  

Play the HOOK again, one note higher or lower 

Mozart 40th Symphony  

 

 

 

 

 

Ding Dong Merrily on High 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hint:  Repeating the rhythm of the hook and changing the notes, even if it isn’t in a 

sequence makes for really balanced and easy to listen to music  

Year 7 8 9  At this level you are able too: 

Assessment 

Grid Level 
6 5 4 

 Harmony: Compose your own chord sequence 

Melody: Create a hook and sequence 

Sequence 1 Sequence 2 

Sequence 3 Sequence 4 



Composition Skills Sheet 3 - Harmony 

 

 

 

7th Chords 

If you are playing chord V then chord I, you can use a 7th chord for chord V.  This means 

adding an extra note in the chord – the 7th note.  

Working out the 7th note of chord 5 in the key of C (no sharps or flats) –  

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

Sus2 and Sus4 chord 

To add extra expression to a chord, you can add an extra note. 

If you add the 2nd note of the chord, it is called Sus2  

If you add the 4th note of the chord, it is called sus4 

*Remember, notes 1, 3, 5 are already being played* 

 

 

 

 

             

 

Skills test 

Work out how to play Twinkle Twinkle beginning on E.  Can you work out which CHORDS to 

use with the melody. 

Can you do the same starting on A, or B? 

Can you use any 7th, Sus2, Sus 4 chords in the piece. 

                                  

  

Year 7 8 9  At this level you are able too: 

Assessment 

Grid Level 
7 6 5 

 Harmony: Use non chord notes to embellish the 

chord 

Melody: Have balance between repetition and 

variation 

Chord V G G   B  D F Added 7th note 

Chord I C C   E  G  

Csus2 chord (no sharps 

or flats) 
C D E F G A B C 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 

         

Fsus4 chord (1 flat - Bb) F G A Bb C D E F 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 

1    2     3    4   5    6     7   1   



Composition Skills Sheet 3 - Melody 

 

 

 

Balanced phrasing 

It is crucial that your melodies are well phrased.  This means not repeating the same thing 

over and over and it getting boring, or constantly changing the melody (and harmony) so 

that it sounds confusing.  Use some of these models for your composition: 

Ode To Joy 4  +  4  +  *4*  +  4 

Hold My Hand – Jess Glynne 2  +  *2*  +  2  +  *2* 

E.T 2  +  2  +  2  +  *2* 

Happy Birthday 2  +  2  +  *2*  +  2 
 

- The number = how many bars the phrase lasts 

- * = that phrase is SOMETHING DIFFERENT from the hook 

 

Balanced pitch and rhythm 

So your compositions don’t get boring try some of these techniques: 

� If your verse/section A has lots of SCALIC movement (moves in steps) try your 

chorus/section B to have some LEAPS in it 

� Example – Listen to Memory – Andrew Lloyd Webber 

 

� If your verse/section A has lots of FAST/SHORT NOTES try your chorus/section B to 

have some LONGER SOARING NOTES in it 

� Example – Listen to Seek Ye First 

 

� If your verse/section A has lots of DESCENDING SHAPES in the melody try your 

chorus/section B to have some ASCENDING SHAPES in it 

� Example – Listen to Take on Me – A-Ha 

 

 

 

  

Year 7 8 9  At this level you are able too: 

Assessment 

Grid Level 
7 6 5 

 Harmony: Perform a set chord sequence 

Compose a chord sequence using chords I, IV, V, vi 

Melody:  Have balance between repetition and 

variation 



Composition Skills Sheet 4 - Harmony 

 

 

 

Moving on from the key of C 

The chord sequence I, IV, V, vi can be played in key.  All this means is that you shift your 

starting position to a different note. 

The process: 

1 – Decide what key you are in – (For example D) 

2 – Look at the key signature for the key you are in – (D has f# and c#) 

3 – Work out which chord names are I, IV, V, iv in your key – (D example is below) 

                                                  D        E         F       G        A      B       C 

I         ii         iii       IV       V      vi       vii 

 

4 – Work out how to play those chords (remember all f’s and c’s must be played sharp in 

the key of D) 

 

So if you are in the key of D the notes you would play will be: 

 

A 

F# 

D 

B 

G 

E 

C# 

A 

F# 

D 

B 

G 

E 
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I ii iii IV V vi vii 

 

You can do this process for ANY key as along as you know the Key Signature (what sharps 

or flats are used) 

  

Year 7 8 9  At this level you are able too: 

Assessment 

Grid Level 
8 7 6 

 Harmony: Compose a chord sequence in more 

than one key 

Melody: Include chromatic notes within your 

melody 

Circle of 5ths 

The big letters show the major key 

signatures. 

 

The smaller letters show the minor 

key signatures 

Order of #’s are always: 

F# C# G# D# A# E# B# 

Order of b’s are always: 

Bb, Eb, Ab, Db, Gb, Cb 

 



Composition Skills Sheet 4 - Melody 

 

 

 

 

 Using chromatic notes 

 

Using notes that AREN’T in the scale you are using can be a very effective way to portray a 

range of feelings.  The strong beats still have notes from the scale, but notes around it 

don’t have to be. 

 

In C major the chromatic notes will be black notes.  In other keys they will be white or 

black.  Chromatic notes are notes that don’t belong to the scale. 

 

Listen to theme film music examples and think what mood CHROMATIC NOTES add to the 

music.  Which notes are the chromatic notes in the examples? 

 

Pink Panther (with 1# - what key is this?) 

 

 

James Bond Leitmotif 

 

 

 

Phantom of the Opera 

 

Year 7 8 9  At this level you are able too: 

Assessment 

Grid Level 
8 7 6 

 Harmony: Compose a chord sequence in more 

than one key 

Melody:  Include chromatic notes within your 

melody 



 

Composition Skills Sheet 5 - Harmony 

 

 

Creating an interesting bass line                                   
 

Chord sequences can be even more interesting if you don’t ALWAYS use the main note of 

the chord as the bottom note 

 

 

Inversions 

 

Instead of playing C, E, G for the C chord, why not try these inversions.  How does it sound? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When the SECOND note of the chord is at the bottom it is called FIRST INVERSION 

 

When the Third note of the chord is at the bottom it is called SECOND INVERSION 

 

This is the bass line of Adele’s Take it All.  Notice how it doesn’t follow the chord, it has it’s 

own shape – falling in a scale.  She achieves this by using INVERSIONS and it makes a really 

good shape to the music 

 

Chord I III VI VI II I  II I 

Chord C Em/B Am Am7/G D/F# C/E D Cadd9 

Bass note played C B A G F# E D C 

Inversion Root 2nd  Root 3rd  1st  1st  Root  Root 

  

 

 

Moving bass lines 

 

Your bass line can have an interesting moving part too.  Make sure that the strong beats 

(first beat in the bar for example) use notes from the chord. 

 

Year 7 8 9  At this level you are able too: 

Assessment 

Grid Level 
8+ 8 7 

 Harmony: Include an interesting bass line 

Melody: Adding a secondary layer 

G C E 

E G C 

C E G 

Root position First inversion Second inversion 



Composition Skills Sheet 5 – Melody 
 

 

 

Writing a counter melody 

A COUNTER MELODY is a melody that is played simultaneously with your main melody.  

This means it also needs to fit the chord sequence and phrasing of your melody. 

A counter melody is a great trick to use to display different feelings within your music 

Seek Ye First 

Main melody – Seek ye first the kingdom of God 

Counter melody – Alleluia  

 

 

Other great counter melodies 

I Will Survive – Final chorus (2min19).  Main Melody – Vocalist ‘I will survive’, Counter 

Melody – Strings  

A Whole New World – Second Chorus.  Main Melody – Female vocalist – ‘A whole world’, 

Counter Melody – Male vocalist ‘Don’t you dare close your eyes’ 

Les Miserable One Day More – Here of the characters melodies that have been heard 

throughout the musical so far are weaved together to create MANY countermelodies at 

the same time 

Writing a counter melody top 5 tips 

1. Write your chord sequence out again – make sure you really know it 

 

2. Write a melody that fits this chord sequence.  Try to make it contrasting with the 

melody you already have.  For example ‘Seek Ye First’ uses fairly short notes, 

‘Alleluia’ uses long notes 

 

3. Adjust your counter melody to complement main melody.  The melodies should stay 

out of the way of each other.  Don’t let the pitches get too similar.  Don’t let the 

rhythms get too similar.  If they become similar it will become messy and confusing. 

 

4. Record/get a friend to play your chords and melody and play your countermelody 

over the top.   You can listen to it and adjust

Year 7 8 9  At this level you are able too: 

Assessment 

Grid Level 
8+ 8 7 

 Harmony: Include an interesting bass line 

Melody: Adding a secondary layer 



 


